This Addendum shall form part of the RFSQ for the above project. All other requirements of the RFSQ shall apply to this Addendum. This Addendum consists of only this page.

**Item #1 – Instructions for Multiple Submissions:**

The excerpt below from the top of the RFSQ’s page 22 indicates that separate packages are required for each category being applied for. This remains the case.

It came to our attention (just prior to the original closing date) that a number of applicants had difficulty uploading separate packages on Bonfire, or were simply unable to. Therefore the closing date was extended to 3:00pm on Thursday, March 7, 2019. We offer the applicants of multiple categories the following submission options to overcome this issue.

1. Upload separate packages for each category on Bonfire using different email addresses. One for every package being submitted.
   Or
2. If applicants prefer to upload a single package, but apply for multiple categories, they can by:
   a. Checking all the categories they wish to apply for within Bonfire. And
   b. Given that the only documentation that changes for each category application is the CCDC-11 form and the three reference projects, create these documents for each category. Following their creation, merge the documents into single pdf files titled “CCDC-11” and “Reference Projects”. Upload these single files on Bonfire.

**Item #2 – CCDC-11 Form:**

Submissions using either the CCDC-11 2016 form or the CCDC-11 2018 form will be accepted.